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Abstract 

We consider the standing wavetrains that appear near threshold in a nearly conservative, parametrically excited, extended 
sy stem that is invariant under space translations and reflection. Sufficiently cióse to threshold, the relevant equation is a Ginzburg-
Landau equation whose cubic coeflficient is extremely sensitive to wavenumber shifts, which can only be understood in the context 
of a more general quintic equation that also includes two cubic terms involving the spatial derivative. This latter equation is 
derived from the standard system of amplitude equations for counterpropagating waves, whose validity is well established today. 
The coefíicients of the amplitude equation for standing waves are obtained for ID Faraday waves in a deep container, to correct 
several gaps in former analyses in the literature. This application requires to also consider the effect of the viscous mean flow 
produced by the surface waves, which couples the dynamics of the surface waves themselves with the free surface deformation 
induced by the mean flow. 

PACS: 47.20.Ky; 47.20.Ma; 47.35,+i; 47.54.+r 
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1. Introduction 

This paper deals with the weakly nonlinear dynamics of parametrically driven wavetrains in a nearly conservative, 
extended system that is invariant under the orthogonal group 0(2) generated by space translations and reflection. 
These waves exhibit a frequency that is a half of the forcing frequency and a nonzero wavenumber, and appear 
as the forcing amplitude exceeds a threshold valué. The simplest case is that in which the system is large only 
in one direction. Because of invariance under reflection, the waves either propágate to the left or to the right. 



But, at sufficiently small amplitude (namely, sufficiently cióse to threshold) the parametric forcing favors an equal 
superposition of these waves that builds a standing wave, hereafter SW. A first aim ofthis paper is to derive and 
discuss the amplitude equation for the evolution ofthis SW. In addition, we shall consider the Faraday system at 
small viscosity, which is by far the most studied example of nearly conservative, parametrically forced, extended 
system. The waves named after Faraday [1] are gravity-capillary surface waves that are parametrically excited by 
vertical vibration of the container [2-4]. Unfortunately, this is not the simplest example to illustrate the analysis 
below. This is because the correct description of the Faraday system requires to consider a viscous meanftow, as 
already pointed out by one of us in a series of papers [5-8]. But even ignoring the mean flow, as we shall do for the 
sake of clarity in the remaining of this section, there is no a sy stematic derivation in the literature of the amplitude 
equations that directly describe the SWs near threshold in the small viscosity limit, and current approaches exhibit 
some essential deficiencies, whose correction is the main object ofthis paper. 

In fact, these deficiencies aróse when we took the limit of small viscosity in the results of our weakly nonlinear 
analysis of viscous Faraday waves near threshold [9]. In particular, the coefficient of the cubic term in the 
SW-amplitude equation showed a significant discrepancy when compared with current nearly inviscid calculations 
in the literature (see Fig. 2c below), which in turn had been already controversial [10]. When analyzing the 
discrepancy, which was not due to any mistake in the calculations in [9] (as checked with former independent 
results by Chen and Viñals [11], see Fig. 2c below) we encountered a chain of mistakes in current analyses at small 
viscosity (£ « 1). Namely: 

A. We checked that the cubic term, j8s(~l), in the SW-amplitude equation (namely, Eq. (3) below) is extremely 
sensitive to the wavenumber k: it shows a 0(l)-correction when k is varied by a 0(e2) quantity. The wavenumber 
at threshold (centered at its inviscid approximation) is of theform [11] (seeEq. (51) below) 

kc =kle
il2 +k2e

2 + •••. (1) 

This yields a first mistake because current calculations are made at kc = 0. But this is a subtle matter because 
kc can be decomposed into two parts, kc = kCQ + KC, where kCQ = kie3^2 + &2oe2 + • • • is producedby viscous 
effects only and can be eliminated from the outset by a change of variable, see below; thus the shift kco has 
no effect in ¿¡5. KC = k^xé2 -\ instead is due to parametric forcing and has a 0(1) effect on ¿¡5 that can 
be calculated analytically. This effect can be added to current results in the literature (which ignored it), but 
unfortunately a (smaller but still) 0(1) discrepancy remains. Therefore, additional gaps must be present in 
existing (asymptotic) computations of fc and the whole asymptotic calculation of ¿¡5 must be carefully repeated. 
But this (quite tedious) asymptotic analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. The asymptotic valué of P5 is 
calculated below letting e -> O in the viscous calculations in [9]. 

B. The extreme sensitivity of p¡ to the wavenumber shift is not compatible with the SW-amplitude equation guessed 
by Milner [12], which has been uncritically taken for granted in the literature. When conveniently scaled (see 
Section 3.1 below), this equation is 

A, = —Axx + fofa - ixc)A - ^\A\4A - e/35\A\2A, (2) 
e e 

where \xc ~ e is the threshold valué of the forcing amplitude \x and /3o ~ A ~ h ~ A ~ 1. Eq. (2) should 
applyin a cióse neighborhood of threshold (\k —kc\ ~ e2, |/x - /xc| ~ e3, see Fig. 1) and reduces to the standard 
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation with real coefficients, 

At = — Axx + p0(ix-ixc)A-ep5\A\2A, (3) 
e 

inastillcloser(|^ - kc\ « £ 2 , | /x - /x c | <C e3) neighborhood (Fig. 1). Uptorescaling, this is the usual equation 
that describes the weakly nonlinear response near threshold of parametrically chiven waves in fully dissipative 
systems [9]. Now, a 0(e2)-wavenumber shift is accounted for replacing^ by Ae1£ Sx, which adds (new terms 



Fig. 1. The neutral instability curves of the spatially uniform SWs of (21) ignoring the effect of the wavenumber shiñ (curve on the right) and 
taking this effect into account (curve on the left). Note that the wavenumber shiñ is too large to be appreciated in that part of the marginal 
instability curves associated with the GL Eq. (3), but is in the scope of the quintic Eq. (4). Milner's quintic Eq. (2) would also apply in the larger 
domain, \K\ ~ s2, \fi — fic\ ~ s3. 

proportional to isAx and £3A but) no correction to fe. The 0(l)-effect on fe requires the presence of at least 
one new term, namely a term proportional to i£~l \A\2AX. The correct equation is 

At = fe(fi - fic)A ^\AU 
£ 

i^(\A\2)xA 
£ 

\A\2A, sfe\A2\A. (4) 

The new terms in (4) (cf (2) are of the same order as the remaining nonlinear terms in the distinguished limit 

\A\ | /x - /x c (5) 

which is defined such that all terms in Eq. (4) are comparable. As |/x — ¡JLC\ <̂C £3 we obtain (after appropriate 
rescaling) the GL Eq. (3) again. For larger |/x — /xc|, as £3 <̂C |/x — /xc| <̂C £, Eq. (4) can be rescaled such that all 
terms except the cubic one (which becomes smaller) be still comparable, namely Eq. (4) can be replaced by 

At = — Axx + P0Q1 - /xc)A - ^\A\4A - i^(\A\2)xA - i^\A\2Ax 
£ £ £ £ 

(6) 

The upper restriction for the scope of (6), |/x — ¡JLC\ <̂C £, results from the fact that as |/x — ¡JLC\ ~ £ or larger, the 
description in terms of SWs is not the relevant one and the two counterpropagating waves that build the SW must 
be considered separately, see [5,8]. 

The SW-amplitude equations (4) and (6) are new, to our knowledge. They both exhibit two cubic terms involving 
the spatial derivatives, which (a) break a spurious reflection symmetry because both (4) and (6) are invariant under 
the action 

(JC, A) -+ (-x, A), (7) 

which results from the reflection symmetry of the original problem, while both (2) and (3) are invariant under the 
actions x —>• — x and A —>• A separately; and (b) prevent the existence of a Lyapunov function, which exists for both 
(2) and (3), as is readily seen. Properties (a) and (b) are expected to have a dramatic effect in the dynamics and, in 
particular, to allow non steady attractors. 

Although the more interesting consequences of the corrections to previous theories mentioned above manifest 
themselves in two-dimensional Faraday waves (which require a 3D container), in order to clearly explain the nature 



of the difficulty that led to wrong results, we shall consider the simplest one-dimensional case. And since the same 
difficulty appears in other nearly conservative, extended systems that do not produce any mean flow, we shall first 
treat the problem at this level of generality. The difficulty can be seen (and the correct S W-equation can be guessed) 
in a quite simple (but careful) analysis, which will be performed first, in Section 2. But a complete derivation of the 
SW-equation is necessary and will be presented in Section 3 in the distinguished limit (5). Comparison with exact 
results for the Faraday system will be made in Section 4, where the effect of the mean flow will also be added. The 
paper ends with some concluding remarks on the scope, consequences, and extensions of the results below. 

2. A preliminary analysis 

The starting point is the standard description in terms of counter propagating waves, which in turn has been 
derived from first principies in a number of places (see [ 10,13] for references) and is accepted today as a safe ground 
for a consistent weakly nonlinear theory. The physical variables are of the form 

u = [A+(x, t)é
mt+{kx + A~(x, t)Qia"~ikx + C.C.]M0 + • • •, (8) 

where co is half the forcing frequency and k is the corresponding wavenumber. The (complex) wave amplitudes A± 

are small and dependslowly inboth space and time, namely \Afx\ <C \Af\ <C \A±\ <C 1, |Af | <C \A±\, andsatisfy 
amplitude equations of the form 

Af = ±vgAx
z
 - £ Ü ' I A ± + Í (Ü'2 |A± | 2 + Ü'3 |A = F | 2 )A ± + MÜ'4A=F, (9) 

where 

0 < /z « 1 and 0 < e « 1 (10) 

denote the amplitude of the parametric forcing and the decay rate due to dissipation, respectively. The coefficients 
vg, «i > 0, a2, a3, and a4 > 0 instead are all of order unity and account for transpon at the group velocity, linear 
dissipation, nonlinear (self and counter) interaction, and parametric forcing, respectively. Detuning due to dissipation 
could give a term proportional to ieA±, but this is eliminated redefining the wavenumber k. Note that dissipation 
is only accounted for in that term proportional to eA±, the remaining terms being Hamiltonian. The system (9) is 
invariant under the actions 

x -> — x, A+±+A~; x^x + c\ for all c\, 
+• + ( H ) 

A ± ^ e ± 1 C 2 A ± ; and í ^ í + c3 for all c3, 
which result from invariance of the original problem under space reflection and translations. Note that these four 
actions genérate a symmetry group that is larger than the original 0(2) group, the additional spurious symmetries 
(one of the actions associated with c\ and C2, and the action associated with c3) resulting from truncation. 

For sufficiently small \A^\ (namely, sufficiently cióse to threshold) we have |A+ | ~ \A~\. Thus A± can be 
written as (A+, A~) ~ (A, A)elv for some SW-complex amplitude A Replacing this into (8), we obtain 

M = 2 cos(£wí + v)[A(x, t)ékx + C.C.]M0 H • (12) 

This is nothing but the S W mentioned above. In fact, the threshold for the appearance of nontrivial waves is calculated 
as the instability limit of the trivial state A± = 0. Setting (A+, A~) = (A¡j", A,J")eAí+1KX in (9) and linearizing, we 
obtain that the most unstable mode is such that | A¡J" | = \A^\ (namely, a SW). The dispersión relation is 

2 2 V„K 
-a\e + Jal/j2 - V2K2 ~ a4(/x - fic) - - ^ — , (13) 

V * s 2a\s 



as K <c fi and £ « 1 , where 

a\e 
l¿c^— (14) 

is the instability threshold amplitude. This gives the marginal instability curve (plotted on the right in Fig. 1) 

¡i — Ja2e2 + v2K2/a4 ~ \xc + V2K2/(lotione). The biñircated solutions are spatially uniform SWs of the form 

A± = tfei(±o:+v), (15) 

where R and v are givenby a\s = a^xeos2v and 

a2e2 + [vgK + (a2 + a3)R
2]2 = aj/j2, (16) 

as obtained replacing (15) into (9) and eliminating the phase v in the resulting complex equation. Using this and 
(14) we see that as K = 0 and R -> 0, 

(a2 + a3)
2R4 

a4e(/¿ - ixc) ~ . (17) 
2a,\ 

This and (13) suggest the following SW description near threshold 

At = — Axx + M^-^c)A-— \A\4A, (18) 
e e 

where the SW-complex amplitudes is as defined in (12) and 

vi (a2 + a3)
2 

A> = «4, fo = ir-, h= \ • (19) 

Note that since a\ > 0 and «4 > 0, these coefficients are all positive. 
If K T¿ Oatermu^o^ + U3)KR2 /a\ must be addedin the right handsideof (17), whichinturnyieldsanewterm 

in the right hand side of (18), namely 

wg \A\¿AX, 

which is comparable to the remaining terms in the limit (5) and has been always ignored in previous analyses. For 
consisteney, a term proportional to (|A|2)XA must also be added that has been also ignored. Thus (18) must be 
replaced by (6), where j33 cannot be calculated from this simple analysis based on spatially uniform SWs, but 

«2 + CÜ3 
j84 = -vg- - . (20) 

« i 

Eq. (18) is not expected to apply for sufficiently small |/x - \xc | due to the absence of cubic terms. These appear 
because of higher ordereffeets of dissipationand parametric forcing. The amplitude equations (9) mustbe replaced 
by 

Af = ±(vg + iKle)A± - ea1A
± + [Qa2 - ey2)\A

±\2 + (ia3 - ey3)|AT |2]A± 

+ l¿[a4AT T iy4Aj + y5 |A± |2A^ + y6 |AT |2Á> + y7(A±)2A^], (21) 

where the new coefficients yi, • • •, Yi are real. In particular, 

3a i 3Ü!4 
Kl = lP n = l k - (22) 



Those linear terms proportional to ieA^ and ieAJ account for the wavenumber dependence of «i and a4 and are 
essential in the analysis below because they provide the wavenumber shift mentioned above. They were ignored 
bothby Milner [12] and in all subsequent analyses, see [10]; this gap is perhaps a consequence of the fact that «i 
and a4 are usually set to one by a (wavenumber-dependent!) rescaling. The new terms in (21) have been added 
taking into account: 

i. That if ix is set to zero, then the problem is autonomous and thus is invariant under the action A± -> e1C4 A± 

for all C4. 
ii. That the equations must be invariant under the actions (11). 

iii. The form of the forcing term, assumed monochromatic, proportional to ¡x sin 2cot, which exeludes an additional 
term proportional to ¿¿(A^)2 A± that is also invariant under (11). 

iv. That the appropriate scaling is such that /Ü ~ « « 1, |3/3í| <C e, |3/3x| <C e, \A±\2 <C e, see Eqs. (42)-(43) 
below. This exeludes higher order terms like, e.g., dispersión, which would give a term proportional to iAfx, 
and some terms that are quadratic in A± and linear in Af. 

In principie, Eq. (21) should also include some (omitted) additional terms that are of the same order as those 
considered and are discussed now. Viscous effeets and parametric forcing lead to (i) a detuning term proportional to 

iSA* (23) 

(where 8 <¡Cs may depend on e), which is eliminated by a near-identity redefinition of the wavenumber k in (8); 
and (ii) some small corrections to vg, «i, . . . , and «5, which are eliminated by near-identity redefinition of these 
coefficients. (iii) An additional term proportional to iá A^ (with 5 <C /x) is eliminated by a near-identity change of 
the phase of A±. And (iv) some additional terms proportional to 

i/x|A±|2A=F, inlA^^A*, ifíiA^A* (24) 

cannot be eliminated in a simple way, but they do not contribute to the final SW-amplitude equation (as explained 
below) and are ignored from the outset for the sake of clarity. 

Substitution of (15) into (21) and elimination of v yields (cf (16)) 

[a1+y1K + (y2 + y3)R
2]2e2- r>2n2 

[VgK + (a2 + a3)R ] =[a4 + y4K + (y5 + y6 y7)R
2]2/x2. (25) 

Note that those terms of the form (24) are eliminated introducing in the right hand side of (15) a factor Q1CR , for 
some appropriate constant c; this in turn gives new terms in (25) that are higher order, namely 0(ix2R6), and can 
be neglected. Setting R = 0 and K ~ e2 in (25) we obtain the marginal instability curve (left curve in Fig. 1) 

«4/x ~ a\E 1 n 
«1 

n 
«4 

2 2 ' VÍK 

2a\e2 (26) 

The instability threshold is now (cf (14)) 

Me 
OL\E 

« 4 H )2 

s2 atKr 

«1 
n 
«4 

(27) 

Note that the correction on \xc is negative and thus KC has a destabihzing effect. Replacing K = KC into (25) and 
solving the resulting equation for e <C 1 and R <-¿ 1 we obtain, at leading order (cf (17)), 

a4e(ii, — IJLC) 
(a2 + a3)

2R4 + 2vg(a2 + a3)iccR
2 a4(y2 + y¡) - ai(y5 K6 

2CÜI 
^s2R2. 

« 4 
(28) 



Usingthis, we cancorrectEq. (18) to obtainEq. (4), where Po, Pi, h, PA, and \xc are givenby (19), (20), and (27). 
The coefficient of the new cubic term is 

Ps = PÍO + Pil (29) 

where 

PíQ 
OÍ4ÍY2 + K3) - «l(K5 + Y6 + Yl) 

Pn 
vg(a2 + a3)Kc (30) 

«4 aiE^-

(with KC as defined in (27)), as obtained taking into account (27) and (28). Note that fti is responsible for the 
<9(l)-correction on ¿¡5 mentioned above. 

Eq. (4) can also be systematically derived from (21). This is done in the next section, where the still unknown 
coefficient PT, will be also calculated and the expressions for the remaining coefficients will be checked. 

3. Asymptotic derivation of the SW-amplitude Eq. (4) 

Here, we derive the SW-amplitude Eq. (4) from the counterpropagating waves equations (21). Inthe distinguished 
limit (5), we use the following scalings for the slow space and time variables and the bifurcation parameter 

f = e¿x, x = e t, c<4(/x — ¡xc) = e S. (31) 

The forcing amplitude at threshold and the solution of (21) are expanded in powers of e as 

« 4 \XC ea\ + e si + e s2 • eÁl •s2Af- •¿A*. (32) 

Replacing (31)—(32) into (21) and settingto zero the coefficient of eachpower of e, we obtainthe followingproblems, 
at orders e2, e3, and e4, 

AJ, 
cti(Af - Af) = ±vgA± + siAf + i(a2 + a3)\Af\2Af, 

(33) 

(34) 

ai(Af-Aj) -A± ± vgA% ± i I YI 
oiiYi 

Y2 + Yi ~ «1 

«4 

Y5 + Y6 + Y1 
«4 

X ' 
• (E + s2)A+ 

\4\24-
+ ia3[\Af\\Af + Af) + (A±)2Af], 

where (33) and the solvability condition of (34), which is 

si = 0 , 

•ia2[2\Af\2Af + (A±)2Af] 

(35) 

(36) 

have been used in (35). The SW-amplitude_equation is now obtained from the solvability condition of (35), which 
is obtained adding the Eq. (35) for A\ — A^ to the complex conjúgate of the equation for A^ - A%, dividing by 
2, and invoking (33) and (34). It follows that 

0 = < r 
's _¡_ - YlaA ~ alYA 4- 4-
8-(A+ - A",) - 1 \_ 1 M A+ -(£ + s2)A+ ¡i ^ií¡ 

ia 2 |A+| 2 (A+-Af)- i 

«4 

a2 — «3 

Tor Y2 + Y3- «1 
Y5 + K6 + Yi 

«4 \K\2K 

(A+f(A+ - A~) 



A + 
A 0 r 2a-

•[vgA++i(a2 + a3)\A+\2A+]t: ,yia4 -CÜIK4 
1-

«4 
A + (Z + s2)A+ 

Y2 + Y3- «1 
Yi + Y6 + Y1 

«4 
\At\2A+ (a2+a3y\AirA, + |44 + 

2CÜI 

i(a2 + a3)vg\A+\2A^ + i(a2 - a3)^(|A+|2)^A+ 

2a\ 
(37) 

Note that that term proportional to iA¡j¿ provides the above mentioned shift in the wavenumber at threshold. In 
order to eliminate that term (and center the amplitude equation at threshold), we set 

A + Aexp Yi_ 

« i « 4 / 

(which can be also written as A¡J" = A exp(i/ccf/e
2), with KC givenby (27)), to rewrite (37) as 

Ar = feAm + ZA- fe\A\4A - ife{\A\\A - ife\A\2A¡: - ft|A|2A, 

provided that 

(yia4 -aiYi)2 

s2 -«!- 2v2
ga

2 

where fe, fe, fe, and fe are as given in (19), (20), and (29), while 

vga2 

fe « i 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Replacing^ by e _ 1 A into (39) (see Eqs. (32) and (38)) and taking into account the scalings (31), we obtain the 
amplitude Eq. (4), which was the main object of this section. As a byproduct, substituting (36) and (40) into (32), 
we obtain the valué of the threshold amplitude \xc anticipated above, in (27). 

3.1. Validity limits ofthe SW amplitude equation 

For convenience, the SW equation has been derived in the distinguished limit (31), with \A±\ ~ e (see (32)). 
This limit is distinguishedbecause it leads to a SW equation in which all terms are ofthe same order. But the SW 
equation has a wider scope, namely it applies whenever 

I/" - /"-el < /" 

provided that 

d 
— 
dt 

« e , 
d 

dx 
« e , | A ± | 2 « e . 

(42) 

(43) 

These conditions result by inspection of the main ingredietó in the analysis above, whose validity only requires 
that Eq. (21) reduce to equations of the form ea\ A1*1 — ¡xa4 A^ = higher order terms, see (33)—(35). This in turn 
requires that the remaining terms in (21) be small compared to e|̂ 4.± | ~ /u-IA^I. Conditions (42)-(43) suggest to 
rescale (21) replacing \x -> e/x, t -> t/e, x -> x/e, and A± -> ^/eA±, which in turn leads to the following rescaled 
versión of (4) 

At = feAxx + fe{ix - ,xc)A - fe\A\4A - ife(\A\\A - ife\A\2Ax •efe\A2\A, 



in which we must still require that • • • -C | Axx| <C | Ax| <C | A| <C 1 and that \At\ <C \A\. Furthermore, it is readily 
seen that when repeating the derivation above with the new scaling all coefficients in the SW amphtude equation 
exhibit bounded coefficients and thus the omitted terms (proporcional to powers of A, Ax, Axx,...), are small 
compared to those displayed and can be safely neglected. Thus, the appearance of unbounded coefficients in (4) 
was only an artifact of scaling, which in Eq. (4) was chosen to coincide with that in the counterpropagating waves 
equations (9), to facilitate understanding the introductory analysis in Section 2. 

Now we turn on the validity of the approximations (3) and (6) of (4). Cubic and quintic terms are comparable in 
(4) if y92|A|4/e ~ e/S5|A|2 ~ p0\f¿ - Me I, which require s that 

fi2
g3 

i^-^i~íV- (44) 

P0P2 
For smaller valúes of | /x - /xc | the quintic term can be neglected and the approximation (3) applies, while for larger 
valúes, the approximation (6) can be used. Note that (44) yields in practice extremely small valúes of | /x - /xc | if e 
is quite small. 

4. The Faraday system 

We consider a 2D, laterally unbounded, horizontal liquid layer of unperturbed depth d*, which is vibrating 
vertically with an amplitude /x* and a frequency Ico*. For nondimensionalization of the Navier Stokes equations 
and boundary conditions, we use the characteristic time &>*_1 and the characteristic length l*, defined as 

o,*2 = i . + _ J 1 (45) 
l* pl*3 

where g is the gravitational acceleration, a the surface tensión, and p is the density, all assumed constató. The 
resulting problem depends on four nondimensional parameters, namely 

d* ix* a v 
d=—, a =—, S = - , and e= ^, (46) 

l* l* a + pgl*2 co*¿*2 

which are the container's depth, the forcing amplitude, the gravity-capillary balance parameter, and a measure 
of viscous effeets, respectively, where v is the kinematic viscosity. Note that S is such that 0 < S < 1, and the 
extreme valúes S = 0 and 1 correspond to the purely gravitational (a = 0) and the purely capillary (g = 0) limits, 
respectively. As above, see (10), we assume that both parametric forcing and dissipation be small, which require in 
particular that viscous effeets be weak, namely that e be small. This in turn requires that both kinematic viscosity 
be small and the forcing frequency be not too large (for as of' ->- oo, the denominator of'l*2 -+ 0, see (45)); 
a complete quantitative analysis of the combined effeets of viscosity and the forcing frequency in the Faraday 
instability threshold can be found in [14]. Also, we consider the limit of deep layer, 

d » 1, (47) 

which is the only one treated in the Hterature at this level. Note that the characteristic length i* has been defined in 
(45) such that &>(1) = 1, where co(k) is given by the inviscid dispersión relation 

co = (l-S)k+Sk3. (48) 

Thus the nondimensional frequency and wavenumber of the excited surface waves will be such that co ~ 1 and 
k ~ 1. If the nondimensional free surface elevation is written as (cf (8)) 

iú)t+íkx i A — / ,\Jíú)t—ikx f = A+(x, t)Qlü)t+lkx + A~(x, t)Qlü)t-lkx + ce . 



then A± is given by the amplitude equations (54) below, which reduce to (21) if the mean flow is ignored (as 
systematically done in the literature). Ignoring at the moment the mean flow, the following coefficients of (21) have 
been calculated repeatedly in various places ([5] and references given therein) 

1 + 2 5 

2 ' 
a\ = 2, Y\ = 4, «4 = 1, K4 = — 1, 

35 8 - 3 5 2 4 + 35 
a2 = 1 , a3 = . (49) 

1 - 3 5 4 1 + 35 2 

The nonlinear coefficients yi, YT>, Y5, Ye, and YI have been also calculated elsewhere ([10] and references therein), 
but we do not have enough confidence in these fairly involved calculations because the valué of fc they provide is 
not correct, see below. Thus, we cannot use Eq. (30) to obtain j850, which is approximated setting e = 10~5 in the 
counterpart of fa calculated in [9] for arbitrary e. This is plotted with solid line in Fig. 2a, where it is compared 
with both its counterpart for the indicated finite valúes of e (plotted with dashed line, as calculated in [9]) and the 
valué of ¿¡5 obtained from current theories [10,15]. This latter comparison makes sense because the contribution /S51 
has been ignored in [10,15], and shows a 0(1) discrepancy; in particular, at 5 = 1 (the only valué of S considered 
in [10]) the exact valué of /Í50 is 11.22, while the valué calculated in [10] is /Í50 = 12.0. Note that the asymptotic 
valué is quite good for e < 0.005, except in a vicinity of 5 = 1/3, where /Í50 diverges if e = 0 because of a well 
known 2:1 resonance (where the inviscid dispersión relation (48) is such that &>(2) = 2co(l)), but takes large but 
finite valúes if 0 < e <§C 1. 

With (49) we can use (27) to calcúlate the wavenumber shift at threshold responsible for the effect described in 
Section 2, 

-16e2 

(50) (1 + 25)2 ' 

This coincides with a part of the 0(e2) correction of the wavenumber at threshold calculated by Chen and Viñals 
[HEq. (16)], which is 

{2ef2 [6(1 + 25) + 16]e2 

kc = r h • • • • (51) 
1 + 25 (1+25) 2 V ' 

As anticipatedjust afterEq. (1), the difference betweenbothexpressions is a wavenumber shift due to viscous effects 
only, which has been eliminated in this paper by the near-identity wavenumber correction mentioned just after Eq. 
(23); this wavenumber correction produces a 0(e3/2) and a 0(e2) corrections to the threshold amplitude \xc that 
have not been calculated above. The shift (50) instead is due to parametric forcing and produces the contribution 
¿¡51 to the cubic coefficient, which invoking (30) and (49) is given by 

4 / 2 35 9 5 \ 
^51 ~ 1 + 2 5 \ l + 35 ~ 1 - 3 5 + T/ ' ( ' 

This is plotted with solid line in Fig. 2b, where a comparison with its counterpart for indicated finite valúes of e 
(plotted with dashed line, as calculated in [9]) is also shown. Note that again the asymptotic valué is fairly good 
for e < 0.005, except near 5 = 1/3. For completeness, the whole coefficient /Í5 = /Í50 + ¿¡51 is plotted with solid 
line in Fig. 2c, as calculated using Fig. 2a and b. This is also compared both with its counterpart for the indicated 
finite valúes of e taken from [ 11 ] and [9], which coincide between each other with great precisión (a good indication 
that the calculations in both [11] and [9] are correct), and with the results from current asymptotic theories, which 
show a significant discrepancy; the discrepancy is due to both (a) a mistake in the asymptotic calculation of /Í50 (see 
Fig. 2a) and (b) the fact that the correction /Í51 has been ignored. Note that /Í5 is always positive, which means that 
the cubic term is always stabilizing in the Faraday system. 
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Fig. 2. The various coeflficients of Eq. (39) for the Faraday system. (a) feo, (b) fe\ , (c) fe, (d) fe, and (e) fe, fe, and fe. (—) as calculated 
in [9] for e = 10~5 (plot a) and as given by Eqs. (52), (29), and (53) (plots b-e, respectively); (---) as calculated in [9] for e = 1.25 x 10~2, 
5 x 10~3, and 5 x 10~4 (the arrows indicate decreasing valúes of s); (—• — •—) as calculated in [15] for e = 0; (V) as calculated in [11] for 
e = 5 x 10~4; (o) as calculated (for e = 0) in [10], where only the capillary limit was considered. 



Finally, using (19), (20), (41), and (49), we readily obtainthe following expressions forthe remaining coefficients 
inEq. (39) 

2 (1 + 2S)2 1 
Bn = 1, B\ = , $2 = ~ 
FV yi 16 4 

3S 

1-3S 1 + 3S 

fo 
1+2S 3S 8 - 3 5 ' 

1 -3S 
PA 

1 + 2S 

9S' 

3S 

1-3S 1 + 3S 

9S 

T (53) 

which are plotted versus S in Fig. 2d and e. Note that Pi compares well with its counterpart for finite e calculated 
in [9]; j32, fo, and fa instead do not have counterparts for finite e, and (as fe does) diverge at the 2:1 resonance 
mentioned above. Also note that /% and ¿84 change sign at S = 1/3, while fh. is always positive, as we already 
pointed outjust afterEq. (19). 

Unfortunately, the amplitude Eq. (39) only applies to the Faraday system for quite small \S\ (when in fact it 
reduces to the GL Eq. (70) below). For not so small | S | we must add the effect of the viscous mean flow, which is 
considered next. 

4.1. Amplitude equations corrected by the mean flow 

At small viscosity, the Faraday system exhibits an oscillatory boundary layer attached to the free surface, which 
generates a viscous mean flow in the bulk. This mean flow in turn couples with the weakly nonlinear dynamics of 
the primary surface waves. This effectyields new terms inthe amplitude equations (21), whichto the approximation 
relevant here are 

±(vg + iy\e)A^ — ea\ A (i«2 - £K2)|A±|2 + (ia3 - ey3)\AT\2 ± 2i / e 2 y ^ dy 

lx[aAAT T iY4Af + y5\A
±\¿A± + y6\A^\¿A^ + y^A^A^]. (54) 

Here, irm is the streamfunction of the mean flow, defined such that the horizontal velocity is —1}^. irm is givenby 

Va = 0 

in —d < y < 0, with boundary conditions 

Jt 2(\A~\Z-

= 0, aty: 

\A+\\ 

= -d, 

1% = 8(| A+12 - I A" |2), (1 - S)f™ + ef 
yy)1 

(55) 

0 aty = 0, (56) 

(57) 

where fm is the free surface deflection produced by the mean flow. 
These equations are obtained adding to their counterparts derived in [5] the higher order terms already considered 

in (21). Also: 

Since d ~^> 1 (see (47)), the effect of the boundary layer attached to the bottom of the container (which generates 
a <9(e~2rf)-mean flow velocity) has been neglected. In fact, at the moment we only neglect <9(e~2rf)-terms (which 
requires in practice that, say, d > 2) but keep algebraically small terms in d~l. 
In the boundary condition (56c) we have neglected capillarity, which gives a new term, eASffyy- Note that this 

cannot be neglected if 1 - S = 0 or, more generally, if 11 - S\ = 0(e4). Thus we are excluding the case of too 
small gravitational effects. 
Weanticipate that the mean flow is quite weak(| i/m \ ~ e3 and | / m | ~ e2,accordingtoEqs. (31)—(33), (58)—(59), 
(62), and (63)) and thus neglect convective terms in (55) and higher order terms in the boundary conditions. Also, 
invoking (31) we neglect time derivatives in (55). 



Because of these simplifications, we can intégrate (55)-(57). It follows that 

? ? 4- 9 (1 - S)(y + dfild - y)ff 
f™ =4(y + df(\A-\2-\A+\2)+- )Ky ' V y-^-, (58) 

6e 

where fm is given by 

fT = (1 ~ f/ ^ + 2{l + 2d2)(\A~\2 ~ \A+\2h- (59) 
This latter equation shows that the slow motion of the free surface elevation is due to the restonng effect of gravity 
and the forcing effect of the free surface waves. Replacing (58) into (54) we obtain 

Af = ±(vg + iyie)A± - eaiA± + [(ia2 - ey2)\A
±\2 + (ia3 - ey3)|AT |2]A± 

+ l¿[a4AT T iy4Aj + y5 |A± |2A^ + y6 |AT |2A> + y7(A±)2A^] 

±i[y8( |A- |2 - |A+|2) + e-V9Am]A±, (60) 

where we have neglected <9(e~2rf)-terms and 

K8 = 4(2d - 1), y9 =
 (l~S)(^d + 1 ) . (61) 

Now we extend the analysis in Section 3 to (60), using (31)—(32) and 

fm = e2^o + • • •, (62) 

where the order of magnitude of /™ is anticipated from (59) and the following expression 

\A+\2 - |A"|2 = e3[A+(A+ - A~) + c e ] + • • •, (63) 

which results invoking (32)-(33). Substituting (31)-(32), (58), and (62) into (60), we obtain again (33) and (34), 
but the following temí must be added to the right hand side of (35) 

±i[KsA+(A+ - Af) + ce . + Y94>oÜAt-

Consequently, the following term must be added to (37) 

Y«vs {\A+\\A+ + Y9^ A± 

«1 

and introducing 

<P = -K90O, (64) 

we obtain (cf (39)) 

Ar = A A g + SA- h\A\AA - i$(|A|2)^A - i/S4 |A|% - /35\A\2A - i ^A, (65) 

where fi\, fh., h and fe are independent of the mean flow and thus are again as plotted in Fig. 2c-e, but 

& = #> - — = #> ~ (1 + 2S)(2d - 1) (66) 
« i 



Fig. 3. The rescaled coefficients (a) fif
3/d, and (b) ^/d3 (which is independent of d), and fiy/d4 appearing in Eqs. (65) and (67), for ( ) 

d = 2, 10 and 100 (the arrows indícate increasing valúes oíd), and (—) d = oo, as calculated from (66) and (68). 

shows a correction due to the viscous mean flow. Similarly, Eq. (59) can be written as 

0r=&0g-0 7 ( |A | 2 )g , 

where 

(1 - S)d3 

Pi=2 
y9vg(l + 2d2) _ (1 + 25)(1 - 5)(1 + 2¿/2) '2\2 

«1 

Because of volume conservation, the spatial mean valué of 0 must be zero, namely 

<0> = lim y f 
JO 

0(§,T)d§ = O. 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

The (rescaled) coefficients fi'3/d, fo/d3, and fa/d4 are plotted (vs. S, for the indicated valúes oíd) in Fig. 3. Note 
that for imite d,pf

3/d diverges at the 2:1 resonance(at S = 1 /3)just because of the divergenceof fo (see Fig. 2-e and 
Eq. (66)), and that fíj/d4 approaches its asymptotic valué quite rapidly as d -> oo (in fact, the curves for d = 100 
and d = oo are indistinguishable); fíe/d3 instead is independent oíd. 

Summarizing, the dynamics of the surface waves are (coupled to the free surface elevation and) governed by 
Eqs. (65) and (67). Note that the coupling effect (namely, the last term in Eq. (65)) is produced by the viscous mean 
flow, and not by the mean free surface elevation itself. Namely, coupling comes from that term in (54) that depends 
on the mean flow horizontal velocity (—VO, using Eq. (58) for \¡rm. In addition, the viscous mean flow corrects the 
coefíicient /% (see (66)). 

As it happened in the absence of mean flow, we obtain the counterparts of Eqs. (3) and (6) for small and large 
\U\, respectively. In the former case, \d/dr\ - |d2/d§2| ~ \A\2 - |0| - \E\ < 1, andEq. (65)becomes decoupled 
from (67) and simplifies to the following standard GL equation 

Ax = pxA^ + ZA-p5\A\2A. (70) 

Note that the mean flow plays no role in this limit. The limit of large \U\ leads to the scalings |3/3r| ~ |32/3§2| ~ 
|A|4 — I0I1/2 ~ \X¡\ ̂ > 1. Thus all terms in (65) are comparable except the last two ones, which are smaller, and 
(65) is again decoupled from (67) and reduces to 

AT = hAg + ZA- p2\A\AA - i^(\A\2)^A - ip4\A\2A^. (71) 

This equation coincides with (6) except for the scaling and the valué of the coefíicient fo, which is affected by the 
mean flow. 



Finally, we consider the limit of large d (recall that d was assumed only logarithmically large above). In this 
limit, /?3 ~ d, Pe ~ d3, and 07 ~ d4 diverge as d -> 00. Because of this, 0 ~ ¿/is also large, namely 

0 = ^ ( | A | 2 ( |A|2)) : 
6l>o¿/ o 
-^{\A\2 (\A\2)), (72) 

as obtained from (67) invoking (68)-(69). Also, those terms proportional to fi'3 and 0£ dominate the remaining ones 
in the right hand side of (65), unless U, \A\, and |3/3§| are small. The distinguished limit is 

T = L~ L _ 1§ = f - X¡ = L2U ~ 5 = LA ~ 1. 

Using this, (66), and (72), Eq. (65) simplifies to 

BT = 0 i % + £ * + i & ^ ( | 5 | 2 ) ^ - fc\B\2B, 

where /3i and fis are still as calculated above, but 

ft = 
0?l¿/ 

6vg_ \+2S 

(73) 

(74) 

Eq. (73) exactly coincides with (the limit for small viscosity of) its counterpart derived in [9], which applies as 
d ^> 1, without further restriction on s. The coefficient $3 is compared in Fig. 4 (as already done with 0i in Fig. 2d) 
with its counterpart in [9] for the indicated (small but nonzero) valúes oís. Note that the agreement is again quite 
good. 

4.2. Validity limits ofthe coupledSW equations corrected by the meanflow 

The argument in Section 3.1 shows that the coupled system (54)-(57) applies whenever (42)-(43) hold and 

I V m l « £ . (75) 

This latter condition ensures in particular that inertia (resulting from the time derivative and convection) can 
be neglected in the momentum Eq. (55). And the same argument in Section 3.1 again shows that no further 
approximation applies if (44) holds. For smaller valúes of |/x — /xc|, the approximation (70) can be used, while for 
larger valúes of |/x — /xc|, the approximation (71) is safe. 

0.4 0.6 

Fig. 4. The coefficient /% appearing in Eq. (73); (—) as given by Eq. (74) and (- - -) as calculated by Mancebo and Vega [9] for e = 1.25 x 10 2, 
5 x 10~3, and 5 x 10~4 (the arrows indicate decreasing valúes oís). 



5. Concluding remarks 

We have obtained the quintic Eq. (4) that describes the dynamics of the SWs that appear near threshold in 
parametrically excited, nearly conservative, large aspect ratio systems that are invariant under 0(2). The coefficient 
of the quintic term fc > O, as explained just after Eq. (19), which means that all solutions of (4) and (6) are 
bounded. The simultaneous presence of cubic and quintic terms in this equation does not require to be near a 
codimension-two point of the parameter space, but is a consequence of the smallness of dissipation (which of 
course can be seen as a codimension-two point of the parameter space of a fully dissipative system). We have 
shown that the cubic coefficient shows extreme dependence on wavenumber, which (a) implies that this coefficient 
must be calculated quite carefully in order to avoid wrong results, and (b) requires the presence of some cubic 
terms that involve the spatial derivative and have not been considered before. As explained in Section 1, these 
later terms prevent the existence of a Lyapunov function and break a spurious reflection symmetry, and thus have 
consequences in the dynamics. Eq. (4) only possesses the reflection symmetry (7), which implies in particular that 
all coefficients, $>,•••, ft, are real. This means, in particular, that those terms proportional to j3\, fc, and ft are 
dissipative, which could be surprising at first sight because these terms seem to come from Hamiltonian terms of 
the original counterpropagating waves Eqs. (21). But dissipation is implicitly present in all coefficients because that 
term accounting for linear damping in (21) (which must balance parametric forcing at leading order) plays a role in 
the derivation of all coefficients of (4). 

Eq. (4) is invariant under the actions 

x -> — x, A -> A; x^x + ci for all ci; A -> Ae1C2 for all C2', t -> t + c^ for all c^, 

which result from the symmetries (11). Thus no spurious symmetry results from truncation (associated with ne-
glecting higher order terms in the derivation in Section 3), which is a good property to conjecture that (4) contains 
the whole dynamics of the original counterpropagating equations in the limit |/x - /xc| « e , which is the natural 
scope of Eq. (4), as anticipated in Section 1 and explained in Section 3.1. In fact, Eq. (4) applies without further 
simplifications as |/x - /xc| ~ e3; for smaller and larger valúes of |/x - /xc|, this equation simplifies to the GL Eq. 
(3) and to the quintic Eq. (6), respectively. 

The ideas above have been applied and extended to the Faraday system. We have encountered two gaps in previous 
calculations of the cubic coefficient, and have added the (systematically ignored in previous analyses) effect of the 
mean flow, which is slaved to both (i) the surface waves and (ii) the free surface elevation it produces, see Eq. (58). 
Thus the mean flow has two effects, namely it (i) corrects the coefficient /% of Eq. (4) and (ii) couples (4) with a new 
amplitude equation giving the mean free surface elevation. The relevant amplitude equations, (65) and (67), have 
been derived from the pair of counterpropagating wave equations and the viscous mean flow equation, which in turn 
had been already obtained in [5]. The coefficients in the amplitude equations have been compared when possible 
(see Figs. 2b, d and 4) with their exact counterparts for finite e calculated in [9], with completely satisfactory results. 
Thus we are quite confident on the quantitative results above concerning the Faraday system. 

As explainedin Section 4.2, Eqs. (65) and (67) apply without further simplifications as |/x - /xc| ~ e3 (namely,as 
(44) holds). For smaller valúes of |/x - \xc | the surface waves become decoupled from the mean flow and governed 
by the GL Eq. (70), which is also the relevant equation for fully dissipative Faraday waves in deep containers 
[9]. As \\x — \xc\ > e3, the surface waves dynamics become decoupled from the mean flow (whose effect is only 
appreciated in the quantitative valué of the coefficient p'3) and are governed by the quintic Eq. (71). This latter equation 
is the relevant one for comparison with experiments at quite low viscosity because for quite small e the restriction 
IM- - M-d = 0(e3) leads to extremely small valúes of |/x - /xc|, which can be beyond experimental precisión. In 
fact, at quite small viscosity, the experimentally observed primary bifurcated branch at threshold shows a quartic 
behavior that suggests a purely quintic nonlinearity [16] and not the quadratic behavior that should be expected 
from the cubic term. For instance, in the experiment by Douady, Fauve, and Thual [ 17] the liquid was water (a = 72 
dyncm -1 , v = 0.01 cm 2 s - 1 , p = 1 gcm - 3 ) and the forcing frequency was 2&>* ~ 40 Hz. This gives invoking (45)-



(46),(49),(53),andFig.2c,e = 2.2 x 10"3,/xc = le, S = 0.67, and>8|e3/CJ^OP2) = 3.76 x 10-6.Thustherelative 
precisión for the eífectofthecubictermto be appreciatedis |/x - /xc|//xc ~ 8.4 x 10~4, which isseeminglybeyond 
experimental precisión. This is not always the case, of course. For instance, in the experiment by Westra, Binks, and 
vandeWater[18],theliquidwasasiliconoil(er = 18dyncm_1, v = 0.036cm2s_1,p = 0.89 gcm - 3 ) and aforcing 
frequencywasagain2£y* ~ 40Hz;thuse = 1.6 x 10~2,/xc = le,S = 0.54,and/32e3/(/30/32) = 5.0 x 10~3,which 
give amuchreasonable requiredprecisión, |/z - /xc|//xc ~ 0.16. This is consistentwiththe cubicbehaviorthatwas 
experimentally observed at threshold [18], according to the previous theory in [15,11]. 

With these we can summarize the expected behavior of the Faraday sy stem near threshold for quite small viscosity. 
(i) As |/x - /xc| <C e3, the system will show the dynamically simple behavior governed by the Ginzburg-Landau 
equation with real coefficients. (ii) As | \x — \xc | ~ e3, nonpotential terms and coupling to the mean flow are expected 
to give complex dynamics resulting at least from oscillatory andEckhaus instabilities. (iii) As e3 <C \\x — \xc\ « £ , 
coupling to the mean flow disappears but nonpotential terms remain and some (weaker) complexity is still expected. 
And(iv)as \\x — \xc\ ~ sor larger me standingwavedescriptionis not appropriate and the wholecounteipropagating 
waves equations (coupled to highly nonlinear equations for the mean flow [5]) must be used. This whole picture 
could not be observed for (small but) finite valúes of e. If, e.g., e = 0.1 only regime (i) (and perhaps a trace of 
regime (ii)) is to be expected. 

The fact that the viscous mean flow directly affects the dynamics of the surface waves inthe intermediate regime 
\\x — \xc\ ~ e3 but not as e3 <C |\x — \xc\ <-¿ e is surprising at first sight because for still larger valúes of |\x — \xc\, 
namely as \\x — \xc\ ~ e or larger, the surface waves (which are no longer standing) become again coupled to the 
mean flow, as it comes out from the analysis of the counterpropagating waves in [5,8]. But the nature of this coupling 
is different from that encountered above, namely as \\x — \xc | ~ e, it is the mean flow itself and not the associated 
free surface elevation that affects the counterpropagating waves dynamics [5]. 

The mean flow and the new nonlinear terms do not affect the primary bifurcation from the flat state. Its effect 
must be appreciated in secondary bifurcations and in the resulting non trivial dynamics (e.g., periodic attractors, 
which could not be present if both the mean flow and the new nonlinear terms were absent). It is promising that 
it is precisely in connection with these secondary bifurcations that experimental observations have not received a 
satisfactory theoretical explanation. This is trae at large aspect ratio for one-dimensional waves in both annular 
[17] and rectangular [19] containers, and for two-dimensional waves in 3D large aspect ratio containers [20]. For 
the sake of clarity, we have only considered the restricted case of one-dimensional waves, but the analysis above 
clearly shows that (a) the cubic coefficient must show a similar dramatic dependence on wavenumber that has been 
not taken into account so far, and (b) both the new terms and the coupling to the mean flow must play an essential 
role also in 3D, and should help to give a convenient answer to the several theoretical problems that remain open 
today in connection with two-dimensional Faraday waves at large aspect ratio. 
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